Welcome!

UC-CSU NXTerra is a resource for college teachers from across all disciplines and anyone seeking to enhance their teaching and learning about the climate crisis, critical sustainability, and climate justice studies, both inside and outside the classroom.

UC-CSU NXTerra is ...

- a collaborative effort of UC and CSU Educators
- a Knowledge Action Network (KAN) & Digital Platform
- a project of the UC Carbon Neutrality Initiative (CNI)
- a dynamic, growing, solutions-driven network of scholars
- an open invitation to all UC and CSU Educators to contribute

on line at:
www.nxterra.orfaleacenter.ucsb.edu

OUR MISSION:

- NETWORK UC & CSU EDUCATORS FOR SCALING UP & DELIVERING INTERDISCIPLINARY RESOURCES FOR CLIMATE EDUCATION
- HELP UC AND CSU SYSTEMS ACHIEVE CARBON NEUTRALITY
- HELP OUR STUDENTS MAKE SENSE OF THEIR CHANGING WORLD
- TEACH & LEARN FROM OUR STUDENTS TO IMAGINE AND BUILD THE BEST POSSIBLE CLIMATE FUTURES
- REACH OUT & NETWORK TO IMAGINE AND CREATE JUSTICE-BASED AND JUSTICE-DRIVEN CLIMATE SOLUTIONS
- EMPHASIZE HOW THE ARTS, HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES CAN HELP THE SCIENCES ACHIEVE ALL OF THESE OBJECTIVES

OUR STRATEGY: NETWORKS OF EDUCATORS PRODUCE AND CURATE TOPICAL TEACHING RESOURCES

OUR NETWORK: SCIENCE, SOCIAL SCIENCE, ARTS & HUMANITIES EDUCATORS FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AND CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITIES WORKING TOGETHER WITH GLOBAL PARTNERS

THEMES:
Climate Science: Breaking Climate Crisis Critical Sustainability Climate Justice Studies

TOPICS:
Bending the Curve Cal-Adapt in the Classroom California Studies Climate Change and Religion Climate Change Emotions Climate Crisis 101 Climate Justice Movements Climate Fiction Community Engaged Research Consumerism & Climate Change Critical Adaptation Studies Global Climate Governance Inclusive Environmental Identities Indigenous Leadership Infrastructure Oceans and Climate Change Systemic Alternatives Systems Thinking + Imagine Your Topic Here *****